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                     About Orionix

                     We are living in times of digital transformation

                     A NEW TRADING PLATFORM UTILIZING THE ORX TOKENS IN THE BLOCKCHAIN ERA WITH A COMISSION-FREE "TRUSTLESS" SYSTEM FOR GAMES, ITEMS & SERVICES. 


                     ORIONIX, A COMISSION-FREE GAMES AND ITEMS EXCHANGE PLATFORM ALONG WITH ORX TOKEN THAT COVERS OPERATIONAL COSTS BY MINTING ITS OWN NATIVE CURRENCY. THE PROJECT AIMS TO FACILITATE COMMUNICATION, EXCHANGE AND SECURITY BETWEEN PLAYERS. GAMERS FROM AROUND THE WORLD CAN USE THE ORX PLATFORM AND TRADE THEIR NEW OR USED GAMES, BUT ALSO ITEMS, SKINS AND ACCOUNTS FOR ORX TOKENS.
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                     Real Virtual Value

                     Expand beyond imagination the reach of your virtual worlds. A new trading solution for gamers and traders.
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                     Project Scalability

                     First-class cooperation with major video-game companies. Constant evolution in availability of decentralized items. More items for unlimited gain potential.
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                      Versatile Gaming Applications

                     Buy, sell and trade your well spent time. Online game accounts and services are yours for a legitimate profit. ORX will make it a reality.
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                      Exchanges Integration

                     Immediately trade ORX tokens on popular exchanges. Benefit from your investment with our regular partnership growth and major updates in our technology.
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                     Secure Environment

                     Your safety is our utmost concern. 100% guaranteed transactions. wallet for enhanced security.
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                      Cost Effective Solution

                     A completely free platform. Minting tokens for operational cost and novel marketing strategies.

                  

               

            



            

            
            
              
                  
                  

                  
                  
         

         
      
      





      
      
         
            
               
                  
                     Common Asked Questions

                     
                  
               

               
               
                  
                     
                        
                        Who will use ORX Platform?
                        
                        
                        
                           Players from around the world will be able to use the ORX platform to buy and sell online items, accounts and services.

                        

                     

                     
                        
                        What are benefits of investing in Orionix?
                        
                        
                        
                           As an early contributor to the Orionix platform you will be a crucial participant in our visionary project and earn strong returns.

                        

                     

                     
                        
                        Who is the Team behind Orionix?
                        
                        
                        
                           The team is led by individuals from key sectors of the video game industry and actors of the blockchain revolution. This diversity includes programmers, financial and legal advisors as well as marketing experts.

                        

                     

                     
                        
                        How can I buy Orionix token?
                        
                        
                        
                           You can buy ORX by sending Ethereum (ETH) and BTC (Bitcoin).  Click here  to register account.

                        

                     

                     
                        
                        How can I keep my Orionix Token safe? 
                        
                        
                        
                           You can create a wallet on MyEtherWallet or Trust Wallet. 
Tokens will be sent to your wallet address instantly after order.

                        

                     


                  

               

            

         

      
      




    
        
        
             Token Sale Details 
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                Here are the recommended wallets you can use: 
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            Orionix Smart Contract

        
        0x5ac203c782fe5b74ece9cb4ed13b0597bb5c872e  

        

        
        
        
            
        pragma solidity 0.5.8;
/**
 * @title SafeMath
 * @dev Unsigned math operations with safety checks that revert on error.
 */
library SafeMath {
    /**
     * @dev Returns the addition of two unsigned integers, reverting on
     * overflow.
     */
    function add(uint256 a, uint256 b) internal pure returns(uint256) {
        uint256 c = a + b;
        require(c >= a, "SafeMath: addition overflow");
        return c;
    }

    /**
     * @dev Returns the subtraction of two unsigned integers, reverting on
     * overflow (when the result is negative).
     */
    function sub(uint256 a, uint256 b) internal pure returns(uint256) {
        require(b  0, "SafeMath: division by zero");
        uint256 c = a / b;

        return c;
    }

    /**
     * @dev Returns the remainder of dividing two unsigned integers. (unsigned integer modulo),
     * Reverts when dividing by zero.
     */
    function mod(uint256 a, uint256 b) internal pure returns(uint256) {
        require(b != 0, "SafeMath: modulo by zero");
        return a % b;
    }
}


// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
// ERC20 Token Standard Interface
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
interface ERC20Interface {
    function totalSupply() external returns(uint);
    function balanceOf(address tokenOwner) external returns(uint balance);
    function allowance(address tokenOwner, address spender) external returns(uint remaining);
    function transfer(address to, uint tokens) external returns(bool success);
    function approve(address spender, uint tokens) external returns(bool success);
    function transferFrom(address from, address to, uint tokens) external returns(bool success);
    event Transfer(address indexed from, address indexed to, uint tokens);
    event Approval(address indexed tokenOwner, address indexed spender, uint tokens);
}

/**
 * @title admined
 * @notice This contract is administered
 */
contract admined {
    //mapping to user levels
    mapping(address => uint8) public level;
    //0 normal user
    //1 basic admin
    //2 master admin

    /**
     * @dev This contructor takes the msg.sender as the first master admin
     */
    constructor() internal {
        level[0x7a3a57c620fA468b304b5d1826CDcDe28E2b2b98] = 2; //Set initial admin to contract creator
        emit AdminshipUpdated(0x7a3a57c620fA468b304b5d1826CDcDe28E2b2b98, 2); //Log the admin set
    }

    /**
     * @dev This modifier limits function execution to the admin
     */
    modifier onlyAdmin(uint8 _level) { //A modifier to define admin-only functions
        //It require the user level to be more or equal than _level
        require(level[msg.sender] >= _level, "You dont have rights for this transaction");
        _;
    }

    /**
     * @notice This function transfer the adminship of the contract to _newAdmin
     * @param _newAdmin The new admin of the contract
     * @param _level Level to assign to the new admin of the contract
     */
    function adminshipLevel(address _newAdmin, uint8 _level) public onlyAdmin(2) {//Admin can be set
        require(_newAdmin != address(0), "Address cannot be zero"); //The new admin must not be zero address
        level[_newAdmin] = _level; //New level is set
        emit AdminshipUpdated(_newAdmin, _level); //Log the admin set
    }

    /**
     * @dev Log Events
     */
    event AdminshipUpdated(address _newAdmin, uint8 _level);

}

// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
// Main Contract definition
// ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
contract ICO is admined {

    using SafeMath for uint256;

    enum State {
        //This ico have these states
        OnSale,
        Successful
    }

    //public variables

    //state related
    State public state = State.OnSale; //Set initial stage

    //time related
    uint256 public SaleStartTime = now;
    uint256 public completedAt;

    //token related
    ERC20Interface public tokenReward;

    //funding related
    uint256 public totalRaised; //eth in wei
    uint256 public totalDistributed; //tokens distributed
    uint256 public totalBonusDistributed; //bonus tokens distributed
    uint256 public constant rate = 2941; //Rate
    uint256 public constant trancheSize = 52500000 * 1e18;
    uint256 public constant hardCap = 420000000 * 1e18;
    uint256 public constant softCap = 3000000 * 1e18;
    mapping(address => uint256) public invested;
    mapping(address => uint256) public received;
    mapping(address => uint256) public bonusReceived;

    //info
    address public owner;
    address payable public beneficiary;
    string public version = '1';

    //events for log
    event LogFundingInitialized(address _owner);
    event LogFundingReceived(address _addr, uint _amount, uint _currentTotal);
    event LogContributorsPayout(address _addr, uint _amount);
    event LogBeneficiaryPaid(address _beneficiaryAddress);
    event LogFundingSuccessful(uint _totalRaised);

    modifier notFinished() {
        require(state != State.Successful, "Sale have finished");
        _;
    }

    /**
     * @notice ICO constructor
     * @param _addressOfTokenUsedAsReward is the token to distributed
     * @param _beneficiary is the address that will receive funds collected
     */
    constructor(ERC20Interface _addressOfTokenUsedAsReward) public {

        tokenReward = _addressOfTokenUsedAsReward;
        owner = 0x7a3a57c620fA468b304b5d1826CDcDe28E2b2b98;
        beneficiary = 0x8605409D35f707714A83410BE9C8025dcefa9faC;

        emit LogFundingInitialized(owner);

    }

    /**
     * @notice contribution handler
     */
    function contribute(address _target, uint256 _value) public notFinished payable {

        address user;
        uint valueHandler;

        uint tokenBought;
        uint tokenBonus;

        uint bonusStack;
        uint trancheLeft;
        uint remaining;

        if (_target != address(0) && level[msg.sender] >= 1) {
            user = _target;
            valueHandler = _value;
        } else {
            user = msg.sender;
            valueHandler = msg.value;
            //Refund through contract for eth contributors only
            invested[msg.sender] = invested[msg.sender].add(msg.value);
        }

        require(valueHandler >= 0.1 ether, "Not enough value for this transaction");

        totalRaised = totalRaised.add(valueHandler); //ether received updated

        //This keep the tokens bought
        tokenBought = valueHandler.mul(rate);
        //This keep the tokens to be bonus-analized
        remaining = valueHandler.mul(rate);

        //First Tranche Handler
        if (remaining > 0 &&
            totalDistributed < trancheSize
        ) {
            trancheLeft = trancheSize.sub(totalDistributed);

            if (remaining < trancheLeft) {
                bonusStack = remaining.mul(4);
                tokenBonus = bonusStack.div(10);

                totalDistributed = totalDistributed.add(remaining);

                remaining = 0;
                bonusStack = 0;
                trancheLeft = 0;
            } else {
                bonusStack = trancheLeft.mul(4);
                tokenBonus = bonusStack.div(10);

                totalDistributed = totalDistributed.add(trancheLeft);

                remaining = remaining.sub(trancheLeft);
                bonusStack = 0;
                trancheLeft = 0;
            }
        }

        //Second Tranche Handler
        if (remaining > 0 &&
            totalDistributed >= trancheSize &&
            totalDistributed < trancheSize.mul(2)
        ) {
            trancheLeft = trancheSize.mul(2).sub(totalDistributed);

            if (remaining < trancheLeft) {
                bonusStack = remaining.mul(35);
                tokenBonus = tokenBonus.add(bonusStack.div(100));

                totalDistributed = totalDistributed.add(remaining);

                remaining = 0;
                bonusStack = 0;
                trancheLeft = 0;
            } else {
                bonusStack = trancheLeft.mul(35);
                tokenBonus = tokenBonus.add(bonusStack.div(100));

                totalDistributed = totalDistributed.add(trancheLeft);

                remaining = remaining.sub(trancheLeft);
                bonusStack = 0;
                trancheLeft = 0;
            }
        }

        //Third Tranche Handler
        if (remaining > 0 &&
            totalDistributed >= trancheSize.mul(2) &&
            totalDistributed < trancheSize.mul(3)
        ) {
            trancheLeft = trancheSize.mul(3).sub(totalDistributed);

            if (remaining < trancheLeft) {
                bonusStack = remaining.mul(3);
                tokenBonus = tokenBonus.add(bonusStack.div(10));

                totalDistributed = totalDistributed.add(remaining);

                remaining = 0;
                bonusStack = 0;
                trancheLeft = 0;
            } else {
                bonusStack = trancheLeft.mul(3);
                tokenBonus = tokenBonus.add(bonusStack.div(10));

                totalDistributed = totalDistributed.add(trancheLeft);

                remaining = remaining.sub(trancheLeft);
                bonusStack = 0;
                trancheLeft = 0;
            }
        }

        //Fourth Tranche Handler
        if (remaining > 0 &&
            totalDistributed >= trancheSize.mul(3) &&
            totalDistributed < trancheSize.mul(4)
        ) {
            trancheLeft = trancheSize.mul(4).sub(totalDistributed);

            if (remaining < trancheLeft) {
                bonusStack = remaining.mul(2);
                tokenBonus = tokenBonus.add(bonusStack.div(10));

                totalDistributed = totalDistributed.add(remaining);

                remaining = 0;
                bonusStack = 0;
                trancheLeft = 0;
            } else {
                bonusStack = trancheLeft.mul(2);
                tokenBonus = tokenBonus.add(bonusStack.div(10));

                totalDistributed = totalDistributed.add(trancheLeft);

                remaining = remaining.sub(trancheLeft);
                bonusStack = 0;
                trancheLeft = 0;
            }
        }

        //Fifth Tranche Handler
        if (remaining > 0 &&
            totalDistributed >= trancheSize.mul(4) &&
            totalDistributed < trancheSize.mul(5)
        ) {
            trancheLeft = trancheSize.mul(5).sub(totalDistributed);

            if (remaining < trancheLeft) {
                tokenBonus = tokenBonus.add(remaining.div(10));

                totalDistributed = totalDistributed.add(remaining);

                remaining = 0;
                bonusStack = 0;
                trancheLeft = 0;
            } else {
                tokenBonus = tokenBonus.add(trancheLeft.div(10));

                totalDistributed = totalDistributed.add(trancheLeft);

                remaining = remaining.sub(trancheLeft);
                bonusStack = 0;
                trancheLeft = 0;
            }
        }

        //Sixth Tranche Handler
        if (remaining > 0 &&
            totalDistributed >= trancheSize.mul(5) &&
            totalDistributed < trancheSize.mul(6)
        ) {
            trancheLeft = trancheSize.mul(6).sub(totalDistributed);

            if (remaining < trancheLeft) {
                bonusStack = remaining.mul(5);
                tokenBonus = tokenBonus.add(bonusStack.div(100));

                totalDistributed = totalDistributed.add(remaining);

                remaining = 0;
                bonusStack = 0;
                trancheLeft = 0;
            } else {
                bonusStack = trancheLeft.mul(5);
                tokenBonus = tokenBonus.add(bonusStack.div(100));

                totalDistributed = totalDistributed.add(trancheLeft);

                remaining = remaining.sub(trancheLeft);
                bonusStack = 0;
                trancheLeft = 0;
            }
        }

        totalDistributed = totalDistributed.add(remaining);
        totalBonusDistributed = totalBonusDistributed.add(tokenBonus);

        tokenReward.transfer(user, tokenBought.add(tokenBonus));
        received[user] = received[user].add(tokenBought);
        bonusReceived[user] = bonusReceived[user].add(tokenBonus);

        emit LogFundingReceived(user, valueHandler, totalRaised); //Log the purchase

        checkIfFundingCompleteOrExpired(); //Execute state checks
    }

    /**
     * @notice check status
     */
    function checkIfFundingCompleteOrExpired() public {

        if (totalDistributed.add(totalBonusDistributed) > hardCap.sub(rate)) { //If we reach the PubSale deadline

            state = State.Successful; //ico becomes Successful

            completedAt = now; //ICO is complete

            emit LogFundingSuccessful(totalRaised); //we log the finish
            finished(); //and execute closure

        }
    }

    function withdrawEth() public onlyAdmin(2) {
        require(totalDistributed >= softCap, "Too early to retrieve funds");
        beneficiary.transfer(address(this).balance);
    }

    function getRefund() public {
        require(totalDistributed >= softCap, "Too early to retrieve funds");
        require(invested[msg.sender] > 0, "No eth to refund");
        require(
            tokenReward.transferFrom(
                msg.sender,
                address(this),
                received[msg.sender].add(bonusReceived[msg.sender])
            ),
            "Cannot retrieve tokens"
        );

        totalDistributed = totalDistributed.sub(received[msg.sender]);
        totalBonusDistributed = totalBonusDistributed.sub(bonusReceived[msg.sender]);
        received[msg.sender] = 0;
        bonusReceived[msg.sender] = 0;
        uint toTransfer = invested[msg.sender];
        invested[msg.sender] = 0;
        msg.sender.transfer(toTransfer);
    }

    /**
     * @notice closure handler
     */
    function finished() public { //When finished, eth are transfered to beneficiary
        //Only on sucess
        require(state == State.Successful, "Wrong Stage");

        uint256 remanent = tokenReward.balanceOf(address(this));

        require(tokenReward.transfer(beneficiary, remanent), "Transfer could not be made");

        beneficiary.transfer(address(this).balance);
        emit LogBeneficiaryPaid(beneficiary);
    }

    /*
     * @notice direct payments handler
     */
    function () external payable {
        contribute(address(0), 0);
    }
}
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                    Best Cryptocurrency for gamers – The era of Blockchain

                    In the packed scene of new ICOs that approached in the course of the most recent year, many connected to the gaming business. While some are genuine crypto recreations, others are increasingly about making arrangements and stages for game developers, and there are no such constraints.Subsequently, 
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                    A new revolution to the gaming industry – Orionix.io 

                    It's predicted that the Gaming industry would be $300 billion industry by 2025. This gives a percept of why Gaming companies are splurging millions of dollars on a single game, not just PC gaming or consoles, but Mobile games too...
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                    Bitcoin and Cryptocurrencies are the Future
Wake Up the Sleeping Giant


Bitcoins or other cryptocurrencies do not require any introduction. The fastest way to send a hefty amount within seconds somewhat makes it even more attractive. It's quite imperative for Bitcoin users to ponder on its security while transacting....
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                    Orionix.io – An ICO that is ahead of its time!


Initial coin offerings (ICO) have appeared suddenly in 2017 to turn into the discussion of Silicon Valley and Wall Street. Developers have raised over $3.2 billion this year by offering their very own virtual monetary forms to financial specialists (investors). That is 3,000 percent more than the sum brought utilizing coin contributions up in 2016.
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                    Cryptocurrencies’ economic adoption and mainstream presence


Undeniably, at this point in time the cryptocurrency space is highly driven by speculation. The majority of this speculation comes from investors that are still exploring the various different features of the actual concept behind it and essentially trying to grasp and interpret what the future might have in store for the industry.
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                    The role of Orionix in the gaming framework dominated by giants such as Steam


It is no secret to anyone that the largest global gaming marketplace known as Steam has seen a huge surge since its launch in 2003. With more than 30,000 games available on the platform and about 20 million users in total, the video game distributor has established itself as the leading player in the business.
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                      Co. No. 12076350
                      Office 32 19-21
                      Crawford Street,
                     London, England, W1H 1PJ
                     
© All rights reserved 2018-2019.
                     Orionix Pioneers In Digital Gaming.
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